The bacteria and phage employed and the general methods used are described in the preceding paper (2). In one experiment, DNA was released from 0105 particles by NaCl04 as described by Freifelder (6).
Markers in gene L, which maps at the right end of the vegetative and prophage maps, are rescued at a strongly reduced frequency from mature 4105 deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) by superinfecting phage but at high frequency from vegetative and prophage DNA. It is suggested that the ends of mature DNA are degraded when DNA is taken up by competent cells.
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) extracted from purified 4105 phage gives one infectious center per 107 to 108 molecules added to competent cells, whereas single markers are rescued at about a 104-fold higher frequency (10) . When isolating suppressor-sensitive (sus) mutants of 4105, we happened to identify a gene which rescues from mature DNA at a strongly reduced frequency compared to all other markers tested. In this paper, we will describe the properties of this gene in marker rescue and its relation to the structure and infectivity of mature 4105 DNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The bacteria and phage employed and the general methods used are described in the preceding paper (2) . In one experiment, DNA was released from 0105 particles by NaCl04 as described by Freifelder (6) .
RESULTS
Mapping of sus2, sus9, and suslO. Mutations sus2, sus9, and suslO are closely linked and fail to complement each other when mixedly infecting su-bacteria (Table 1) . They belong to complementation group (gene) L, which maps at the extreme right end of the vegetative as well as the prophage map (2) .
Rescue of the wild-type allele of gene L from 4105 DNA. Mature wild type 4105 DNA was added to competent su+ bacteria. After uptake of DNA, the bacteria were superinfected with genetically labeled phage and the complexes were plated on su-indicator. Sus2, sus9, and suslO rescue at about a 50-fold lower frequency compared to the other markers employed (Table 2) . ' Parts of this work were presented at the 10th Intemational Congress for Microbiology, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] (Table 6) .
To test whether gene L has a lower probability of being rescued due to the recombinational mechanism involved, the following experiment was done. Wild were infected with irradiated phage at low multiplicity. The bacteria were then superinfected with genetically labeled phage at high multiplicity and the complexes were plated on su-bacteria. Gene L was found to rescue as well as gene C (susl9) from UV-inactivated phage (Table 7) . Thus, gene L is rescued at a high frequency from a DNA (2) . Analysis by sedimentation in neutral sucrose (11) indicated at least 80% half molecules in the preparation; 0.1 gg of DNA was added per ml of competent su+ bacteria. molecule unable to initiate a productive infection when this molecule is introduced into the cell by the phage "injection" mechanism, but not when it is taken up by the mechanism employed by competent bacteria.
In phage SP82G, marker rescue occurs at maximal frequency when the superinfecting phage is added before DNA (7); preinfection is thought to minimize destruction of added DNA by bacterial enzymes. Little increase in the relative rescue of gene L was found when superinfecting phage was added to competent cells at various times before addition of DNA (Table 8) .
Rescue of other markers. The wild-type allele of sus7 of gene K is often rescued at a reduced frequency from mature 4105 DNA. This probably reflects a property of phage carrying this mutation since in a double mutant N15-sus7 both markers rescue at the same reduced frequency (Table 2) . Furthermore, tsN31, which is also located in gene K, rescues at a normal high frequency.
DISCUSSION
There are two obvious conclusions to be drawn from the above experiments (i) All markers in mature 4, DNA are not rescued at equal frequencies. (ii) The low rescue observed for gene L reflects a structural difference between, on the one hand, mature DNA and, on the other hand, prophage and vegetative DNA.
We have not been able to exclude the possibility that gene L is lost during extraction of mature DNA. This alternative is not very attractive, though, for the following reasons. (i) The ratio of rescue of sus2 and tsN15 is essentially constant in three different DNA preparations extracted with phenol; extraction of DNA by NaC1O4 does not affect rescue of gene L. ( ii) The residual rescue activity is no more susceptible to shearing forces than other markers, nor is gene L more susceptible to UV. (iii) Small DNA pieces have not been seen after ultracentrifugation or electron microscopy of mature DNA, as described for DNA from 4,29 (1). Ten minutes after addition of DNA (or superinfecting phage at -20 min), the complexes were plated on su-indicator.
bValues expressed X 10-4.
The fact that gene L rescues at a high frequency from UV-inactivated whole phage seemingly rules out the possibility that it rescues poorly from mature DNA because of some particular feature of the recombinational mechanism employed in marker rescue. Binding of DNA to a structure unique to the competent cell (13) 
